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I will state for the record that I think this is a high sentence for the
circumstances with which I am presented. . . .1

Appointed by:  President Richard Nixon, 1974.
Law School: University of Minnesota, LL.B., 1952.
Military Service: U.S. Army, Private First Class, 1945-1946.
Prior Legal Experience: Felhaber & Larson, 1952-1954; Gislason, Alsop, Dosland &
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Background and Reputation in the Legal Community

Judge Alsop is a native Minnesotan, who attended both college and law school in the state.
He practiced law for over twenty years and served as chairman of his county and district
Republican committees.

Lawyers interviewed think Judge Alsop is a very able judge who “has been around a long
time and has good experience.”  He is considered an active and challenging judge who keeps
tight control on his courtroom.  One lawyer noted, “He sees the practice of law as a high
profession and he doesn’t like name calling.”  Most civil lawyers believe that Judge Alsop
has no leanings, but a few felt he is more of defense oriented.

While on the bench, Judge Alsop has presided over many cases that have received national
media attention and several that were ultimately reviewed by the Supreme Court.  His
supervision of the Dalkon Shield cases in Minnesota was credited with easing the backlog
created by this litigation.  Among his notable rulings, his decision to block a state law that
would have required parent notification in abortions sought by unwed minors and his ruling
that land owned by the Chippewa Indians was subject to property taxes.

Judge Alsop has also been an active member of the judiciary, serving on the Judicial
Conference Committee to Implement the Criminal Justice Act (1979-87), Eighth Circuit
District Judge’s Association (President 1982-84), and the Federal Judges Association.

Judge Alsop took senior status in 1992 and no longer hears criminal cases.

Thomas Robert Hubers
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Sentencing Transcript at 11, United States v. Thomas Robert Hubers, Cr. 3-90-5 (D. Minn. Sept. 21,
1990).



Charge: Possession with Intent to Distribute Cocaine; Conspiracy to
Purchase Marijuana.
Sentence: 210 months.
Release Date: May 13, 2005.

Thomas Hubers began smoking and selling marijuana at the age of
nineteen.2  Before his federal case, Tom had been twice convicted in
state court on drug charges, although he had only served ninety days
on the first offense and six months on the second.  In August 1989,
Tom was approached by a friend who was secretly cooperating with
the government.  The informant asked Tom to help him buy some
cocaine but Tom turned him down several times.  Only when the
informant falsely stated that his brother was dying of cancer and that
he needed the money for radiation treatment, did Tom relent and
agree to purchase a kilogram of powder cocaine.3

Although Tom admits that he had sold some cocaine on occasion, as
he told the undercover agent during the sale, “I deal pot.”  Thus, he felt that the informant’s
claim of family distress and the request for cocaine rather than marijuana were unfair.  As he
told the judge at sentencing

And, I knew when I did this it was wrong, but I just want you to know that I wouldn’t
have bought this cocaine if he wouldn’t have told me this story about his brother
dying. . . .  I know that over the years I have done some drug dealing. I started to stop
doing it because I was thinking about getting married, I was sick and tired of having
to worry about stuff, and when this agent, he came and seen me probably 5 or 6 times,
until I was finally, you pressured into it.  I know it was wrong and I just hope I that I
will get the lesser amount of time . . . .”4

Because of his record and his ongoing drug activity, Tom could not advance an entrapment
defense. Even worse for him, during the transaction to purchase the cocaine, he also
discussed buying one hundred and fifty pounds of marijuana from the undercover officer.
Thus, as soon as the transaction was completed, Tom was arrested and charged not just with
possession with intent to distribute the cocaine, but also with conspiracy to purchase
marijuana.  Adding these drug quantities together, his Base Offense came to Level 32.
However, because of his two prior drug convictions, he was considered a career offender,
raising his Criminal History Category from III to VI.  Thus instead of a sentencing range of
151-188 months, he faced a range of 210-262 months.5
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Tom dropped out of high school after a serious work accident.  After he recovered, he worked at his
father’s auto repair shop and he later started his own auto repair business.
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Tom’s profit on the deal would have been about $5000.
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Sent. Tr. at 14.
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He was initially assigned a Base Offense Level of 34 with a sentencing range of 262-327 months
 but the judge gave him a two point reduction for acceptance of responsibility.  See United States v.
Hubers, 989 F.2d 505, 1993 WL 89019 (C.A. 8(Minn.)) at 1.



At sentencing, Judge Alsop reluctantly chose the low end of the adjusted range, stating, “I
think this is an [ ] awful lot of time for what he stands convicted of, and I don’t mind telling
anybody that. . . . I think this is a high sentence for the circumstances with which I am
presented. . . .  I did the arithmetic awhile back.”6 Judge Alsop also noted that he had
received letters from Tom’s friends and family, some which he found quite powerful.  The
problem, the judge noted, was that “those who write on behalf of Mr. Hubers apparently are
unaware of. . . the Federal Sentencing Guidelines that govern this court. . . . [I]t is readily
apparent that those who write them have no concept. . . about what the federal bench is
confronted with in the form of the Sentencing Reform Act of 1984. . . and their pleas for
mercy. . . are better directed to the U.S. Congress, or indeed the U.S. Attorneys Office in this
instance, than to the sentencing judge.”7  Judge Alsop noted that a sentencing judge could
now do his job “with a 10 key calculator, which is unfortunate in our view, but that is the way
it is.”8

Still, Judge Alsop was clear in this transcript that he did not condone Tom’s drug dealing and
that his supporters probably did not understand the full extent of his conduct, saying that “you
don’t come up with a shoe box full of twenty dollar bills totaling 20 thousand dollars and turn
in over 40 thousand dollars in cash, without being in the drug business.”9

Much happened on the outside while Tom has been incarcerated.  He had been involved with
Tracee Lockman for eight years prior to his arrest.  But, he reports that while Tracee waited
for three years, when his final appeal was denied, she lost hope and ended their relationship.
As of 2003, he hadn’t spoken to her in ten years.10  Tom’s father came to visit him every two
weeks but he died while Tom was in prison.11

Tom states that what galls him the most is that the main drug dealer from Texas, Tony Clark,
was not prosecuted because he cooperated with the government and was able to keep all the
money he made from bringing truck loads of pot from Mexico.   He believes that he would
“have learned my lesson with let’s say five years.”   He notes that in his last prison transfer he
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Sent. Tr. at 14.  At sentencing, the government refused to make a substantial assistance motion.  As
the Judge put it, “there is no question Mr. Hubers tried to save himself in some manner.”  Id. at 11.
Apparently, Mr. Hubers made a telephone call to another dealer to set up a controlled transaction.
The deal never was consummated and the government alleged that Tom tipped off the suspect in
advance, a charge he denies.  The judge did not resolve this factual dispute because in the absence of a
government motion to depart, he was powerless to take any action to depart on the basis of substantial
assistance.  Tom’s argument that the government had promised him a cooperation agreement was
rejected by the Eighth Circuit on appeal.  See United States v. Hubers, 938 F.2d 827 (1991).
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Sent. Tr. at 10.  Tom forfeited $40,000 in cash to the government as part of his plea.  Hubers claims
the government induced him to turn over the money with the promise of a lesser sentence.
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Undated letter to author at 1 (on file with author).
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December 12, 2003 letter to author at 1 (on file with author).



met at least fifty inmates from ages nineteen to twenty-four with sentences ranging from ten
to twenty-five years.  He writes, “I feel sorry for these young kids.  These are non-violent
people, why is that violent people get lesser sentences?”12

Compiled from Sentencing Transcript, PSI, appellate opinions, inmate letters.
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